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Abstract

The circular polarisation of £ -quanta radiated in the

capture of polarized neutrons by protons is calculated. The con-

tribution of the M1 and B2 radiation of nucleone %o Рм is found

using the aoeurate wave functions of the continuous spectrum.

The contribution of the six-quark bag to the polarization P«

ie determined» The value of ? * is related to the admixture of

the 6q-bag in the deuteron. Experimental value of Fu corresponds

to small (£0.7$) admixture of the beg»

ИНСТИТУТ T<:O|luTH4PCRi.<h И ХКСИ1>|>ИМОНТШ|Ы|ОЙ фн.<ИКН,



1. Introduction

The capture of thermal neutrons by protons is 3mo«n to be

dominated by the M1 transition from the einglet state of the

continuous spectrum to the triplet bound state* Где capture from

the triplet state in the potential models of UN interaction is

suppressed because of the orthogonality of thr \mve functions

belonging to the continuous and discrete spectra ant? takes pla-

ce due to the admixture of the B- ave both in the initial and

fjnal states only.

She attention to tbe radiative n(p,D)»f transition from

the triplet state was first attr&oted in the paper by Breit

and Rusgi "-У • They have assumed that such transition might

be responsible for the 1055 discrepancy between the theoretical

value of the capture cross section̂ --* and the experimental опе(-Л1

It v/аз shown Teter that this discrepancy is almost completely

(up to H *f.55«) explained by the neson exchange current spinet

taken, into account in
 L
 J • ITevertheless the problen the cap-

ture from the triplet 3tate remaj.ned important because the amp-

litude of such capture is sensitive to the p asible nonorthogo-

nb^ity of ЯН stctes correspondiag to different energies* Correc-

tions to a number of characteristics of the п(р,Г}£ ргосевз

due to the S..- D,, -9- deuteron ' transition were considered by

Adler^J. However the angular distribution of photons» the aeya

metry of the emission of linearly polarised photons and the to-

tal capture cross section are quadratic in the amplitude under

consideration and hence are rather insensitive to it. Besides,

in calculations of rej, ̂«* approximate wave functions ol the con-
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tlnuous and discrete spectra were used*

The circular polarization of t -quanta produced in the cap-

ture of the polarized neutron P» was shown in*- -Ho be due to the

interference of the transition amplitudes from the singlet and

triplet etatee being as a result linear in the latter. In

rafe.^'O polarization P- with the account of M1 transition on-

ly and neglecting the contribution of large internucleon distan-

ces was related to the admixture of the D-wave in the deuteron

where ^Y
A
 and J*

t
 are the magnetic moments of the proton and

of the neutron respectively, Q ^ and CL^ are the triplet and

the slaglet scattering lengths and у. г v * ^

gives for Pp « 656 the polarization P«* equal to

P
r f
- -1.35.10~

3
 (2)

At the same time the polarization measured in

P
e
JP «. -(2.90 ± 0.87).10~

3
 (3)

there are several reasons for the theoretical estimate (2)

not tc ccineide with the experimental value (3). First of all

in the theoretical value of IV the contribution of E2 transiti-

ons comparable with (2) was not taken into account to say no-

thing about the meeon-exohange-current effects. Besides the pro»

gress la lorestig&ting tne nature of UN interaction necessita-

tes the account In P* the contributions of the quark degrees

of freedon*

Aooording to the quark compound bag model developed in
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ref.
L
 Jthe M Interaction proceeds via their merging into the

six-quark bag, the letter decaying then into the initial partic-

les, The WS potential in this model explicitly depends on ener-

gy making the states of the continuous and discrete spectra non-

orthogonal (tha same situation ia expected when using the Paris

potential in the version with the ezplioite energy dependence «-^

Besides, the ĵ -quantum can be radiated directly fro» the bag

and such process should also be taken into aooount» So the mea-

surement of the ^ -quanta circular polarization gives Insight

into the properties of the six-quark bag and the nature of nuo-

leon-nucleon interaction.

In the present paper we consider the circular polarization

of ^ -quanta ?м. radiated in the capture of polarized thermal

neutrons by the Cpolarised) pi'otons* We begin with calculating

in the framework of the traditional potential approach the eon-

.tribution to the circular polarisation coming from M1 and S2

transitions» In this calculations we make use of the accurate

wave functions of the 4Ц> scattering at aero energy* Then

we determine F^ in the quark compound bag model acid consider

the properties of the bag emerging from the comparison of the

obtained P м to the experiment. Иге hint at the necessary ac-

count of the quark degrees of freedom is given by the results

of ref.«-
10
4 There the standard nucleon and -aeson mechanisms

were shown to be uncapable to reproduce the experimental value

of the neutron polarisation in the photodieintegraticn of deu-

terons at low energies*

the paper is organized as follown. In Sect.2 the relations

between the circular polarization £* end the radial integrals
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of H/O «nave functions are presented. In Sect.3 the calculation

of the triplet state wave function at zero energy is discussed

and tam value of Pu in potential models is found. Sect.4 is

devoted to the oircular poliurization of *$ -quanta radiated

from the elx-quarlc bag. In the 5th section we consider effects

which are due to the nonorthogonality of the nucleon wave func-

tione» In the concluding Sect.6 we discuss the properties of the

bag which follow from the comparison of the theoretical value

of the polarization to the experimental one» Here we also touch

upon possible corrections to the obtained results»

.:• The contribution of nucleon radiation to the

circular polarization of Ц
4
 -quanta

Let us consider the process of the radiative capture of the

polarized neutron by the- (polarized) proton at zero energy. The

main contribution to the amplitude of this procees comes from

the capture in the S
Q
 state with the emission of the M1 photon.

Beeidee, the 4*0 system in the Initial state can have the unit

spin* '£he wave functions of the initial triplet and the final

(i.e. deuteron) states are the mixture of the S- and D-waves,

The nonreletivietic selection rules permit the following tran-

•itlonai 3D 1 - h^i
 3S n - Ъ^1

 3
»

1
 -

 3
S

V
 the firet one being

poeaible with the emission of the Ы1 and Б2 quanta and the others

being purely quadrupole transitions.

Having this in mind we can write the n + p-* D +<t reacti-

on uraplitude in the notations of ref.
L
Jas follows
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where 6
4
 and 6 are the Paul! matrices acting on the spin

wave functions of the proton and of the neutron, S. , Vu and

9 are the unit vectors directed along the electric and the

magnetic field of the quantum emu ite momentum respectively.

l'he vectors e. , lw and 9 are related by Vw^L^^-J . The

first term in the r.h.a. of Eq.(4) correeponde to the H1 transi-

tion with the change of the spin of the *̂ p> system and henoe

to the capture from the S
Q
 state* The next tens corresponds to

the M1 transition without changing the total spin and h«nc» to

the capture from the triplet state* Finally the last term in

the r.h.e. of Sq»(4) gives the probability of quadrupole tranel-

tions* One caa show that up to the quadratic ir Ю and C.

terms the circular polarization of $ -quantum is equal to

where ^ and ^ are the polarisation vectors of the proton

and of the neutron respectively; note that the relative phase

of the magnetic-dipole and quadrupole contributions in (5) is

opposite to the one obtained in ге£«Л'-!«

Aiming at the comparison to tne results of the experiment

(ref • VJ) where only the colliding neutron was polarised we

simplify Eq,(5) introducing > s J
t
 i

The parameters <K , % and Q. enterinc into Bq.(5') are the

integrals of the fe,b radial wave functions* We write them as

follows



the singlet e tat в

the triplet state

*"" (6b)

the deuteron state

where 4» is the spin wave function and S-2 is the operator of

tensor Interaction. The radial integrals A, , fc and CL in

these notations

z

«here to is the energy of the fl -quantum equal to (disregar-

ding the nueleon recoil) the deuteron binding energy fe,^ • It

is worth noting that provided the'wave function of the deut&ron

and. that of the continuous speotrum are orthOGonal the fii-st

integral in the r»h»a. of the exproaalon for t vtmislies.

"he final expression for the cicular polarization reads
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where

(9)

4 *• Jt

3. Kie wave functions of the continuous epectrum.

Polarization of о -quanta in potential models

We have obtained the wave functior«j belonging to the con

tinuous spectrum by solving the Schrbdinger equations with va

riouss M potentials. 'Jbe boundary conditions at the infinity

were taken as follows

г -

where bbbvi*-'/ w» and 4 is the ^S^-^D, mixing parameter

in the Stapp-Ypsilantis-Metropolie parameterisation*

The results of the calculations of the radial integrals and the

values of circular polarization for tT̂ e Reid soft core (RSC) №\

Reid hard oore (RHC) ̂
2
-»and the Hamada-Johnston (HJ) L

13
J potenti»

als are presented in the Table.(the integral 3 ' which

should be equal to zero shows the accuracy of our numerical cal-
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culatione)* The deuteron wave functions for the potentials lis-

ted above were takan from refa. L ' J .

One can see that all considered Kli potentials give the va-

lues of P.k close to each other and v.lthin the statistical er-

rors coinsiding with the experimental value (3)»

4, The circular polarization of Q .-quanta radiated

from the six-quark bag

Let ua begin by considering in more detail the interaction

Га!

of nucleons ta the quark compound bag model*» J. In ~his model

the Id interaction at large distances is described by some fa-

miliar phenomenological potential. Whenever the internucleon

distance becomes leas or equal to b*1.5 fm the nucleons can

merge into the six-quark bag. йге latter splits then into the

pair if nucleons. Such concept of НП interaction results in the

noalocalitj and explicita energy dependence of the 1Ш potential

et small distances (r < b). But it; should Ьг emphasized that at

the вате time the Ш wave function (or to be more precise its

S-wave part) ineseentially differs fror. the one calculated in

Г&1

the potential model
1
--'» So the results for P4. obtained in

Sect»3 hold valid in the quark compound bag raolel.

How.. •.•-;-, the nucleons being able to merge into the six-

quark bag, sne $ -quantum can be emitted by oue of the quarks

in the bag» 2his process is described by the diagram shown in

the figure where У„ stands for the operator transforming a

pair of nucleone intu the bag and V „ ia the conjugate operator.

The ovals in the figuro correspond to the peripherical interact-

ion between nucleons V ^ tuking place outside the bag. The amp-
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litude of the * -quantum emission from the bag is

where Я? i, and 4»r are the triplet wave functions of the

pair in the initial and final states (with the account of the

H1J inietaction outside the bag), G is the Green function of the

six-quark system and H ia the operator of the electromagne-

tic radiation»

The Green function G{5) reads

where \Ф У are the eigenatates and E^ is the energy eigen-

value of the bag mass operator*
• • *

The matrix elements of the operator Vj. transforming nucle-

or. state <£4»i into the quark one \ Ф > ar»

The first term in the r«h.e of Eq.(i2) corresponds to the nucle-

cn-quark transition occurring on the bag mrrface and the second

term is for the same transition inaide the bag.

Parameters B9 and Cq entering into Sq8«(ii)
#
(i2) can be

determined fron the position ot the pole of the P-matrix and its

residue, the P-matrix being the logarithmic derivative of the

nucleon wave function calculated at r « b. To construct the JP-

matrix one should know the experimental phase shifts and the SH

potential V ^ operating outsida the bag. In our calculations we

have used the results of the phaee shift analysis ot Amdt et

alt l!*J. The specific choice of the V.~. potential is of no In-
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portaace because for г ть 1.5 fm it is dominated by the one-pion

exchange* Parameterizing the P-matrix in the form

we obtain B^« 0,243 GeV and c
4
 > 0.348

She coefficient %* in Eq.(i2) deterrainee the probability

that two colourless cluet ere having quantum numbers of nucleone

can be found in the bag» She function VjCrV i" (12)
 h a s t n e

meaning of the wave fu&atlon describing the relative motion, of

these oluetere in the bag. Neither •JaCf
4
) nor Уч cannot be di-

rectly extracted from the experimental data. So for futher consi

deration it ie convenient to introduce the dimenaionless parame-

ter X defined ae follows

C 1 3 )

Hote that nucleon nave functions enter into Eq.d3) at

r i b , i.e. in. the region where the bag potential operates.

Since the nucleon energy both in the initial and in the final

•tateo is negligible compared to the potential depth it is natu-

ral to expect that the corresponding wave functions are propor-

tional to e*ch other. All other parameters entering Into Eq.(i3)

do not depend on the energy of nuoleons at all. So the value of

X ie one and the same for the states of the continuous and

discrete spectra under consideration*

Let us proceed now to the calculation of the matrix element

of the electromagnetic transition "ЧГс.«*.
 х
 ^ ^ \^в..ч»\Ф /*

Willing, over the diffex-ent quark о in the calculation of W

e.m.

be reduoed to the aumation over the states of one qoark
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only using the technique of the coeificients of fractional pa-

rentage (cfp). The one-particle cfp's are tabulated in ref._ *.

In our calculations we make use of the six-quark-bag model of

ret* V i In this model the ф wave function is the antisym-

metrized product of the quark wave functions, The quarks in the

model I-̂ * are assumed to be шазз1евз and to occupy the Syp state.

She ware function of the single quark reads

«Г i

where « •
 2
*

O 4
3/R

b a g
» В^д-

 e
 6*7 GeV and N is the normaliza-

tion constant determined from the condition that the integral

of \Ф;Д over the volume of the bag is equal to 1.

We have now all required for calculating the matrix element

of the *§ -quantum emission from the bag (note that the approxi-

mations made in the model L
1
 Jpermit radiation of the M1 quanta

only). Heglecting for an estimate the admixture of the D-wave

states in the MU wave functions vdaich do not exceed at

r "?, 1,5 fa some 3053 we get

(since boto. in the initial and in the final states Б
9
У>Е we

have neglected in (14) the energy of-nucleons compared to S^ ),

the integral J defined as follows

is equal to J • 1»27
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It ig instructive to compare the matrix element (14) with

the matrix element of the Ml radiation of nucleons. The latter

ia equal as it follows from (7) to

To make our reouit more lucid we estimate the integral (15) by

means of the approximation proposed in*- -J» One .can see comparing

(2) to the data in the Table that this approximation provides

good accuracy. According to this approximation we neglect the

contribution of large internucleon distances and in the region

where the nuclear forces are operative we assume Â ~ and *2TTN

to be proportional to eech other. Then '—»

Ik.
end в.

_
o
.

? s C i

Thus the circular polarization of the (Г -quanta due to the

emission of the photon from the beg is equal to

The value of "C we shall determine below cemparing the theore

tical result for P fx to the experiment.

5« Circular polarization of ̂ V —quanta induced by the

nonorthogonality of the nuclecn wave functions

As it was noted in the Introduction the orthogonality at

the wave functions belonging to the continuous and discrete
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spectra takes place only if the ISIi potentit, is energy-indepen-

dent. It is not the сазе in the quark compound bag model under

consideration*--!. lianely, in the r £ Ъ region the potentL.&1

reads (S-wave interaction only is taken into account)

wnere the formfactor g(r) is equal to

(viz. Eq.(i2) where the meaning of a.11 variables entering into

(19) is explained).

Let ue turn now to the circular polarization of <y -quanta

generated by the nonorthogonality of the U. and U-^ v.-ave func-

tions when the potential (18)-(19) is utilized (the contribution

of D-waves is neglected). One can readily see that

where 0-\ %(<j'
A
^)<^-

r ал<
^ 0$

 i s
 '

t n e
 similar ir* :e£ral with

лА replaced Ъу Ujj . The parameter о is the overlap in-

tegral of the nucleon wave function and the wave function descri-

bing the relative motion of two colourless clusters inside the

bag. It is worth emphasizing that nonorthogonality of the nuclo-

on wave functions is completely determined by the interior of

the bag. 2o estimate the integral (20) we shall nvikc the follo-

wing assumptions. Rote first of all that the integration in (20)

is done over the region where the bag potential * a operative.

2he energies of the nucleon states being small it is reascr-able

to make an assumption analogous to the one made in deriving
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Eq.(i6), i.e. that the wave functions U(tNandМц^гЧ in Eq.(20)

are proportional to each other. The same proportionality coeffi

cient relates *T and AsT̂  . Thue the circular polarization

due to the energy dependence of the NET potential РГ can be ex-

a
pressed in terms of Р*(Ш) in the form

Using the parameter X defined in (13) we can rewrite (21)

in a more lucid form

(22)

(22)

3\eglecting for an estimate the nucleon Interaction outside the

bag we obtain from Eq.(22)

6* Conclusion

We have calculated the circular polarization P^ of $ -'

quanta emitted in the capture of the polarized thermal neutron

by the proton. The resulting Р
л
 is equal to

P о Р (Ы1) + РЛЕ2) + P? + P^ (24)

and its numerical value accordinc to Eqs. (17) and (23) depends

crucially on X . As ib was mentioned above the values of %.$

and M j(r^
 а г е

 practically unknown. The S-vra.ve
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iPJon the basis of

have the form

81sshonn in re£»ilpJcm the basis of rather general assumptions to

where Hg is the normalization constant determined from the con-

dition ^ * «^r - L о
 21ie

 Parameter Оч* is a solution

of the transcendental equation

The solution of Eq.(25) is found for fo = 1 only and for b =

= 7.025 GeV~
1
 proved to be -\? в'0.263 GeV

 8
 .

Assuming following *- J that the nucleon wave function inside

the bag differs from 1} ?(rS ^У
 а
 numerical factor only vdiile

-V-r

outside the bag it is tiae falling exponent ** ̂ . one can

readily calculate X which proves to be "C "1.48, However,

the substituion of this value into Sq,(24) yields

P.i+ 2.7.10"
3

• ' • '
 f

 [7]
in qualitative disagreement with the experimental result equal
to P^P » -(2.90 ± 0.87).10~

3
 .

One can instead not making assumptions concerning M•,

or )Ц extract T from the comparison of the theoretical

value of Р л (24) to the experiment. Solution of thus obtained

quadratic equation gives X-. - +0.9 and T = -1.40. Гс make

choice between these solutions we take advantage of the relati-

on between "C and the admixture of the six-quark bag in the

deuteron. ^ Ц According to'
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This expression can be rewritten using the parameter X to be-

come ,

Then for the first solution we get «5*«ie,-
 0 # 2

^
 w h i l e

 *^г У
1 е 1 <

*
8

the unphysical result Ь ^ > 1 and must be rejected.

The value of the bag admixture because of the mutual cancel-

lation of the "surface" and the "inte.ior" terms is extremely

sensitive to the experimental value of РЛА. . Indeed, for P^*
5

vyried within one standard deviation the J»
6
» changes from 0

to 0.7/5. So more accurate measurements, of the $ -quanta circu-

lar polarization will make constraints on the admixture of the

six-quark bag in the deuteron much stronger.

In our calculations we have not taken into account the

contributions to the polarization coming from the recoil of nuo-

leons emitting ^ -quantum or from the production of nucleon-

antinucleon pairs. These effects known under the general дате

of "meson exchange currents" are connected with the dT -meson

exchange betwwen nucleons, i.e. v/ith the distances r ^
 m

"tr*

In the quark compound bag model this region Is occupied by the

6q-bag, its contribution to P. being already accounted for.

So it ir? natural to expect that the effects to the meson-exchan-

ge currents will result 1л insignificant corrections to our cal-

culations*

To гезихае let us list the main results of our paper* We

have calculated the circular polarization of ^ -quanta F«

emitted in the capture of polarized neutrons by protons. She

contribution of the magnetic-dipole and the quedrupole radiati-



on of nucleons to P^ was determined using the accurate wave

functions at zero energy» For the description of nucleon inter-

action at small distances vre use the quark compound bag model»

The bag contributes to P t due to both quark radiation from

the bag and to the nonorthogonality of nucleon wave functions

belonging to the continuous and discrete spectra. The single

vaguely established by the bag model parameter is the overlap

integral of the nucleon wave function and the wave function des-

cribing the motion of colourless clusters inside the bag. The

same parameter determines the admixture of the six-quark bag in

the deuteron. In the approach we have made use of the experimen-

tal result for Pi*, can be reproduced with very small admixture

cf the 6q-bag ( £ 0.7V») . More accurate data on P^ will enable
0

one to make more strict conclusions concerning the roperties

of Ш interaction at snail distances.

Thanks are due to A.M
e
BonchisOsmolovsky, V.B.Kopeliovich

and Yu«,A.Simonov for useful discussions.
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Table

Radial inteerals and cicular polarization of $ -quanta

in potential models ot 2JR interaction

J 2 •

P*.(LI1).1O3

PM (E2).1O3

RSC

75.52

1.8.10"4

-0.50

2.23

-1.60

-0.44

HHG

73.96

1.6.10***

-0.49

2.41

-1.60

-0.49

HJ

78.04

7.5.Ю" 4

-0.57

2.79

-1.77

-0.54

-2.04 -2.09 -2.31



V
'чн

Ihe diagram corresponding to the emiaeion of the ft -quan-

tum by the quark in the bag.
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